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Epic Tarot Deck
Be inspired by the ever-turning cycle of life in this mesmerizing and vivid tarot. The Wheel of the Year Tarot
ushers us through the four seasons—a passage of time marked by hope, abundance, reflection, and
rebirth—and reminds us of our indelible connection to the earth. Vibrant watercolor imagery, rich in detail
and symbolism, transport us to a timeless realm steeped in the beauty and wisdom of nature. Pagans and
anyone seeking guidance on love and relationships, finance and career, aging, health, and spiritual matters
will find it in this stunning Rider-Waite-based tarot. Boxed deck (2 3/4 x 4 3/4) includes 78 full-color cards
and instruction booklet

Mystic Dreamer Tarot
Amity is a teen pilot, battling in one-on-one combat to maintain peace in a world where war has been
replaced by dogfights. But when Amity discovers the organisation she works for is corrupt, she begins to
question everything. In this society of double agents, suspicion and betrayal, nobody is quite what they seem
including Amity's first love.

The Cosmic Tarot
Prepare to be seduced by the tantalizing and irresistible fairy realm. Gorgeously rendered and charged with
raw emotion, this enchanting tarot explores the depths of love, pain, hope, fear, and desire. As a mere mortal
in this dreamy, twilight world, you will be subjected to temptations and trials. Each illuminating adventure
brings rich rewards as your true strengths and motivations are revealed. Boxed deck (2 x 4 ) includes 78
full-color cards and instruction booklet

Angel Wishes
Embrace the night as you succumb to visions of blood-red roses and feel the impassioned rhythms of your
feverishly pounding heart. The Vampyre legend is rooted in darkness and seduction, yet its eternal message is
one of spiritual hunger—to taste the Divine. Featuring Ian Daniels' richly evocative Gothic-style artwork, this
hauntingly romantic deck is a tool for spiritual awakening. With it, you can plumb the depths of your inner
shadows and emerge in the radiant light of truth. Inspired by the Rider-Waite structure, the deck shows the
Fool, Priestess, and other traditional figures, while the suits bear unique names that call forth the mysterious
and macabre: Scepters, Grails, Knives, and Skulls. The companion book provides detailed card meanings,
creative exercises, original spreads, and instructions for creating your own Vampyre character. Includes a
78-card deck and a 312-page book.
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Liquid Crystal Oracle
Legacy of the Divine Tarot
Royo Dark Tarot
With the Magical Unicorns Oracle Cards deck, you can receive messages and guidance related to your
present life, your future, and your spiritual path. Suitable for adults and children of all ages, each card features
a beautiful unicorn painting and a life-affirming message. The enclosed easy-to-follow guidebook allows you
to instantly give accurate readings to yourself and others. Let these cards by Doreen Virtue, the creator of the
Healing with the Angels Oracle Cards deck as well as many others, take you to the magical and enchanting
world of the unicorns.

The Divination Handbook
Gilded Reverie Lenormand showcases the digital talents of Ciro Marchetti with captivating imagery on 47 giltedge cards.This Expanded Edition deck features eight special supplemental cards, including four that have
not been previously published.The extra cards are: Time, Bridges, Dice, Mask, Well, Compass, Labyrinth,
and Magnifying Glass. For this deck Ciro also provides an extra Man, Lady, and Owl card to enhance
Lenormand readings.The 80-page guidebook provides expert instruction by Lee Bursten, Donnaleigh de
LaRose and others for reading with this 47-card deck.

Myths & Mermaids Oracle of the Water
Throughout the Silver Witchcraft Tarot deck, the wisdom and magic of the ages are expressed in Luna's silver
light. This book helps you discover how each image combines the rich tradition of Tarot with modern pagan
symbolism and the phases of the moon, creating a unique and beautiful experience.

The Llewellyn Tarot
Where the past and future converge . . . With a turn of the wheel and a spin of the cog, the oracular
machinery lumbers into action. The curtains slowly draw back; the time has come to reveal your destiny.
Created by award-winning tarot expert Barbara Moore and brilliantly brought to life by artist Aly Fell, The
Steampunk Tarot deck offers a glimpse of the future through a lens to the past. Retooling the gears of the
Rider-Waite tradition, each card's intricate artwork depicts a scintillating fusion of man and machine, nature
and technology, science and alchemy, romance and fashion. The included manual offers tips, original
spreads, and guidance in card interpretation. Praise: "An electric marriage of favorite geeky things, this deck
is the perfect formula." —Geek Mom Blog on Wired.com

The Tarot of Vampyres
Ciro Marchetti reimagines tarot by presenting vivid dream images that map out a fascinating journey of selfdiscovery. Tarot of Dreams explores the profound web of visual and emotional associations that occur at the
intersection of divination and dreams. Tarot of Dreams offers readers a powerful tool for personal insight and
divination. The 78 traditional cards are supplemented with a special Tree of Life card plus four Palace cards
that give further context to the Court cards.
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Animal Tarot Cards
Step into a lost world from long ago . . . A world veiled in darkness after a cataclysmic collision that stilled the
earth. Millennia have passed and only humankind has survived—through the divine gift of dreams.
Exquisitely rich and magical, this new Rider-Waite-Smith-based tarot deck by digital artist Ciro Marchetti
takes you into the heart of fantasy. You can use this legacy from ages past to discover what you need for your
own life as it guides you toward hope, wisdom, and inspiration. The companion guidebook, Gateway to the
Divine Tarot, presents the author's interpretation of each card's significance, along with additional
perspectives from experts in the tarot community, including Ruth Ann and Wald Amberstone, James
Ricklef, and Leisa ReFalo. Includes a 78-card deck and a 312-page book. Legacy of the Divine Tarot for
iPhone Legacy of the Divine Tarot for iPad Larger signed prints of the individual cards and themed montages
from the Legacy of the Divine deck are available from the artists web site. www.ciromarchetti.com Get the
entire interactive experience: Watch the trailers below and visit the companion site at
www.legacyofthedivinetarot.com. The Tower Card: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSBAe2u87Xc
Empress Card: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MoSTPd--Nik Wands IV:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FX-cFCxPu2U Swords III:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jok8LWU968o Swords IV:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgCBIljCbOk

Universal Fantasy Tarot / Tarot Universal De Fantasia
Step through the doors of Mandrake Academy . . . where you will don the robes of a magical apprentice and
learn from your instructor—the tarot. Featuring gorgeous, intricately rendered digital artwork by John J.
Blumen, this wonderfully unique tarot deck presents a full course in basic magic while teaching you the
timeless art of reading the cards. Progress through the 78-card Rider-Waite-based deck and explore twentytwo enjoyable lessons, as taught by the Empress, professor of herbal magic; the Hierophant, professor of
mythology; and other traditional figures who hail from the Major Arcana. —Gain skills in spellcasting,
herbalism, runes, astrology, astral travel, shapeshifting, and other essential topics —Practice four schools of
elemental magic, represented by the four suits of the Minor Arcana: fire, water, air, and earth For a study
guide and more, visit www.WizardsTarot.com

Wheel of the Year Tarot
Enchanted Oracle
A renowned artist captures the vibrancy and grace of faeries, elves, sprites, and nymphs in their lush gardens,
offering beginners an introduction to the tarot and the major and minor arcana, with sample readings and a
quick reference guide to the cards.

Barbieri Zodiac Oracle
Silver Witchcraft Tarot Book
Imagine strolling through a dark wood, the silver moonlight bathing your path in an ethereal glow. Now is
the time to call upon your intuition and explore hidden realms of imagination and creativity. What secret
messages do your dreams hold? Acclaimed tarot author Barbara Moore presents an essential introduction to
card-reading, insightful interpretations of each card's significance, and introspective questions to guide your
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journey. Perfect for both traditional and intuitive readings, the Mystic Dreamer Tarot invites you to enter a
mystical world of personal exploration.

Albano-Waite Tarot Deck
Angel Wishes Cards by Debbie Malone are the follow up to the hugely success Angel Whispers. A beautifully
boxed set of 40 affirmation cards that were inspired and channelled from Debbie's Angels. Pick a message
each morning before you start your day to see what guidance or encouragement your angels wish to share
with you. Remember your angels love to guide and help you. You are never alone! Sydney-based Debbie
Malone is an acclaimed and highly respected psychic, clairvoyant, psychometry expert and spirit medium.
She was named 2013 Australian Psychic of the Year. Her gifts have enabled her to see beyond the here and
now, and she draws strength from the world of spirit to help others.

Easy Tarot
Oracle of Visions
Step into this wondrous world of mystical lands, heroes, and beasts—all from the imagination of artist Paolo
Martinello. This extraordinary fantasy of magic, races, and culture blends wells with traditional tarot
archetypes.

Deviant Moon Tarot Book
Talented artist Patrick Valenza presents uniquely alternative interpretations of traditional tarot with
symbolism inspired by childhood dreams and visions. This fully illustrated book takes you behind the scenes
of Deviant Moon to glimpse the creative inspiration and artistic technique that gave rise to this popular tarot
deck. Patrick also offers expanded meanings and interpretations, for both upright and reversed card
positions.

Mystic Faerie Tarot
Enter the magical world of The Gilded Tarot, where you'll discover answers to life's greatest questions!
Explore the ageless images of fair maidens, mystical sages, and brave knights as they spring to life through
stunning designs and cutting-edge digital art techniques. Combining the Rider-Waite tarot system's familiar
imagery with Ciro Marchetti's exquisite artwork, this stand-alone deck is a valuable tool for any reader.
Vibrantly colored and captivating,The Gilded Tarot deck reimagines one of the most well-known and widely
studied tarot models. With the accompanying pocket-sized instruction guidebook, you'll learn to give
accurate and intuitive readings for yourself and others.

The Akashic Tarot
Revelations of truth and light await the reader of the Apokalypsis Tarot, the follow-up to Erik Dunne’s
popular Tarot Illuminati. This book reveals the secrets of the cards--taking you from the Eleusinian mysteries
of Greece to the deserts of ancient Egypt, from the beauty of classical Rome to the Shiva rituals of India, and
many other pathways of the spirit found in the great mystery traditions of the world.

The Greenwood Tarot
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Celebrates the adventurous spirit and enduring legacy of George Llewellyn--a young boy who, more than a
century ago, left Wales and journeyed to America, where he started Llewellyn Publications--and features an
introduction to the craft and history of tarot, along with Welsh legends. Original.

Fin de Sicle Kipper
These potent cards will open the doors for you To The Atlantian Earth and introduce the Master Crystal
Devas, The Mineral Kingdom's creators, unlocking their ancient and sacred knowledge. Connect with the
crystals and tap into their wisdom, and heal with over 150 Sacred Trinities and sequences of crystals.

Gilded Reverie Expanded Edition
Dark Fairytale Tarot
The Steampunk Tarot
Tarot for Beginners
Reprint of the 78-card tarot deck published in 1968 and based on Pamela Colman Smith's designs.

Broken Sky
The R

hrig-Tarot Book

The Gilded Tarot
Ciro Marchetti has situated the traditional German fortune telling deck at the turn of the 19th century in
Victorian England. In this expanded gilt deck with three additional cards, rich images tell the stories of the
workers as well as the wealthy during the Industrial Revolution. Using augmented reality, via the Aurasma
application, Ciro has brought the Fin de Sicle cards to life in stunning, new ways. Guidebook with
interpretations by three expert contributors. Includes 39 cards.

Magical Unicorns Oracle Cards
The Divination Handbook is a modern seer's guide to developing your intuitive abilities and mastering timehonored techniques used for fortune-telling and prediction. With this guide, you'll learn how to use tarot,
crystals, palmistry, and more to part the veils between the realms. Learn to understand the deeper meaning of
ordinary events—and reveal what your future may hold. Lavishly illustrated, The Divination Handbook
presents to you over a dozen oracles of the ancients, from palm-reading and tea leaves, to fortune-telling with
cards, runes, and crystals. Step-by-step illustrations guide you through the methods, and helpful tables and
reference charts show you how to understand and decipher common psychic symbols. Learn the stories and
meanings in everyday objects—such as patterns of tea leaves and coffee grounds in a cup—or delve deeper
into esoteric traditions like the tarot. With The Divination Handbook, you'll never be at a loss for answers
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and guidance to your most pressing questions.

Wizards Tarot
Lush Victorian influenced images provide unique perspectives for insightful divination and meditation.

Tarot Illuminati Deck
The mystical element of water is associated with both life and death, as a herald of hope and a harbinger of
destruction. Who better, then, to ask for guidance and inspiration than the spirits of water themselves, the
Water Fae? This unique oracle deck collects the wisdom and insight from mermaids, sprites, nymphs, and
more to help us comprehend and embrace the dual nature of water.

Apokalypsis Tarot Book
This all-new edition of the popular Tarot for Beginners makes it simpler and more enjoyable than ever to
learn how to read and interpret tarot cards. Award-winning tarot expert Barbara Moore clearly explains every
aspect of the tarot so you can perform readings with ease and confidence. Discover the core divinatory
meanings of all seventy-eight cards, clearly broken down by Major and Minor Arcana, suit, and number. A
variety of spreads and sample readings will help you develop essential skills and ultimately create your own
unique style. Card images are from three popular tarot decks that follow the classic Rider-Waite structure
Follow easy step-by-step instructions for giving effective readings for yourself and others Learn about
reversals, symbols, interpretive techniques, tarot journaling, and much more

The Book of Shadows Tarot
Created especially for beginners, the Easy Tarot kit is the easiest way to learn to read Tarot cards. In the Easy
Tarot Handbook, author Josephine Ellershaw shares tips, shortcuts, and time-saving techniques gained from
more than thirty years of experience reading Tarot cards. Using the beautiful Gilded Tarot deck, you'll learn
how the seventy-eight cards link to one another and provide insight as their unique energies merge in the
Cross of Truth, the Celtic Cross, and other spreads. There is even a list of card combinations that commonly
indicate specific events-such as pregnancy, a wedding, a new job, and more. Also included in the Easy Tarot
Handbook: A quick guide to card meanings Sample readings, safeguards, and ethical guidelines
Tips on keeping a Tarot diary Troubleshooting advice that addresses questions such as, "What if the cards
don't seem to connect?"

Universal Tarot Coloring Book
Seek your destiny through trailing vines and gnarled trees in a secret realm rich with myth and magicEnter an
enchanted world filled with fairies, goddesses, and sorceresses; a magical world of possibility and power; a
world in which you can weave your future. Featuring hauntingly beautiful fairy imagery by renowned fantasy
artist Jessica Galbreth and insightful instruction from acclaimed tarot author Barbara Moore, the Enchanted
Oracle presents: ~ A stunning 36-card oracle deck featuring Jessica Galbreth's original watercolor artwork ~
A whimsical silver pouch in which to keep the oracle cards when not in use ~ A fabulous fairy pendant that
can be used as a pendulum and enchanted charm ~ A lyrical and lovely 240-page guidebook by Barbara
Moore that presents a variety of ways to work with oracle wisdom, including spells, enchantments, and
journalin View the gorgeous artwork of the Enchanted Oracle cards.

Tarot of Dreams
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The Rohrig-Tarot is a set of 78 full-color tarot cards. Each card is beautifully illustrated by world-renowned
artist Carl-W. Rohrig. The set includes full instructions for use. The book depicts all 78 cards in full color. It
gives a detailed description of each card and suggests some spreads for the use of the cards.

Mystical Tarot Deck
A complete guide to the symbolism and use of Norbert Losche's popular deck. Provides card interpretations
on three different levels: the cosmos, the human community, and the individual.
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